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Selected topics from our joint papers with Yuri (in pictures)

post DDT-pre BDMPS 

“He has a picture”- Gribov’s highest compliment to a scientist

Vladimir Naumovich Gribov (1930-1997)
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Legendary  Gribov’s seminar 

(no time limit + aggressive friendliness) 

Unquestionable duties:

To work(!) in the seminar.

Have great respect for the      

experimentalists.
The theory which can’t be tested 

experimentally  is not physics  but a 

pure mathematics 
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TRIAL�BY�GRIBOV’S�SEMINAR�
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GUYS   LET’S   LIVE  AS  FRIENDS



Dedication to Gribov’s scientific legacy 

(together with Julia)  
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Particle flows in the regions between

jets  in the multi-jet processes.

QCD COHERENCE PHENOMENA

Coherence phenomenon is an intrinsic property of QCD  (of any gauge theory)

An intimate connection is expected between the jetty event structure and underlying

colour dynamics at small distances  (LPHD)
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Colour topology of

the whole  primary system  

Late 70th-abundant soft particle 

production-DGLAP-based 

expectation



A  good old QED precursor –Chudakov (or King-Perkins-Chudakov) effect, 1955

in cosmic -ray physics 

Coherent soft gluon(hadron) radiation is governed by the colour     

charge of the parent  gluon imagined to be on-shell.

Decreasing ionization losses for a narrow electron-positron pairs due to the internal screening

of the constituents 
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Hump-backed QCD plateau  (DFK,   ADK-1982) 

Branching parton cascade develops only  

in the region of 

sequentially shrinking angular cones 

(celebrated AO)

A.Mueller; B.Ermolaev & V. Fadin (1981)

Implemented in the  WIGged MCs (Bryan)

Seen also at  SLC, LEP 2, CDF, D0, TRISTAN, BaBar, DIS CF,

in a good agreement with the MLLA

1990

(First results- Glen Cowan –ALEPH)

You have to find an 

enthusiastic experimentalist



CDF-1999
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(Andrey Korytov, CDF)



(2000)

CDF-2000
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purely analytical result!



Space-time evolution of the branching parton cascade (ADK 1982)

Concept of the Local Parton Hadron Duality (DT-1984, ADTK-1985 )

Parton-Hadron conversion occurs locally at low virtualities leading to a close

correspondence between the parton and hadron distributions.

Nature is confirming that the non-PT dynamics is local in the configuration space

and has a short memory.

Modified Leading Logarithmic Approximation (DT-1984, ADTK-1985)

Takes into account all essential ingredients of parton branching in the next-to-

leading order.

AO allows to maintain a probabilistic interpretation of the soft parton cascade. 

Basics of Perturbative Approach to the jetty final states in hard processes
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Lund string-effect   (AGS-1980) -purely  

non-PT (hadronisation string model) 

Depletion of the flux in the qq valley.

Leningrad Drag-effect 

(ADTK-1985),  purely PT, LO

First observed experimentally (JADE@PETRA) 1981

RADIOPHYSICS OF HADRONIC FLOWS IN JETTY PROCESSES
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Electric field vanishes between the equal electric charges

DELPHI- 1996

Y-shaped events 

For fully symmetric                events

midway between  quarks

first experimental confirmation-JADE(1988)   Siggi Bethke
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(2 )CN QED=
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String-drag phenomena were seen in various jetty processes (LEP2, Tevatron, LHC).

offer a way to distinguish production mechanism using antenna patterns (EKS-1997)
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X=

OPAL-1995

(Curves BKO-2002)



(1999)
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(Klaus Hamacher, DELPHI)
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DELPHI(2005)  Z-decays

First direct experimental  verification of a colour-suppressed  ‘negative  antenna ‘ (DELPHI-05)

(surprisingly good agreement with  the colour factor ratio  9/4)

supports the assumption of LPHD

for low hadron momenta

(Klaus Hamacher)



Hadronic antenna patterns as a tool  to study New Physics (DTK-86) 

First numerical estimate of the so-called gap survival probability- DSK-92
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Colour-singlet objects in pp collisions 



Hadronic antenna patterns as a tool  to study New Physics (DTK-86) 
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Gluon radiation off heavy quarks in a QCD medium (Dokshitzer, Kharzeev,PLB519(01)199) 

Experimental evidence in c- and b-quark jets: DELPHI-2004, H1-2006

DEAD CONE EFFECT  (DKT-86, DKT-91)

■

■

■
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(PT-QCD, DTK-86)

0-0 transition in nuclei
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S.D. Drell
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DFKO-06

VISUALISATION OF THE DEAD CONE

(MLLA)



arXiv:1606.03449
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RESURRECTION



10 years prior to the top quark  experimental discovery CDF and DØ

1995

long before:

a search for a 

land free from 

hadronisation

enslavement 
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1995

(H)

�

t-flavoured hadrons are not formed (‘true bare quark’ ).

Toponium bound states  do not appear.

Original spin orientation is preserved, spin correlations.

Some nice QCD results    - lost in translation

Threshold scan –bread and butter of  ILC, CLIC, FCCee..

(
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�
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